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Folks, we want to give a shout out to Frank Scavo. We heard parts of Brother Frank's testimony. The 

government is persecuting him; they're going to put him in prison in a couple of days, so please pray 

for Brother Frank Scavo. He has been a very important leader in the Republican force here in 

Northeast Pennsylvania, always standing with the patriots, standing with freedom and liberty, and 

God-given rights; standing and praying for the country. Always! They're persecuting him because he 

was exercising his First Amendment rights in protesting and expressing the grievances towards the 

government that had stolen an election; that had engaged in MASSIVE national voter fraud; that had 

robbed the people of their POWER to elect their own elected officials. 

 

 

Stolen elections and 1/6 

The amount of corruption that came in! Hunter Biden’s connection with China, the Georgia Senate 

race, etc, connected to China; all that came out. It exposed the Dominion voting machines and the 

switching of the votes overnight, black boxes coming out from under the table and the Democrat poll 

operators working to put stuff in these ballot boxes, thousands of times; they're all caught on camera. 

But again CNN and the mass media kept on covering that up and kept on LYING to the people as the 

propaganda arm of the anti-American Democratic Communist Party here in America.   

 

And of course because of that, everybody including President Trump was there on January 6 to 

protest our grievances. We saw our country being stolen; we saw our election power being stolen. If 

our election doesn't work and our votes don't count and you have illegals FLOODING in from the 

Southern border given voter rights and driving licenses and all that kind of thing to support the 

Democratic party, and you have millions upon millions per week pouring in, then you have an 

artificially manufactured system like China. In Tibet or different places they want to conquer they use 

population replacement; this is what the Democrats are doing here in America! 
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We had seen all this going on. We had seen the massive fraud with the Dominion voting machines, 

and all this kind of stuff; the traces back to China, the traces back to George Soros and the funding 

from the Bilderberg group etc. So on 1/6 everybody was there to protest and to reclaim our country at 

least in the spirit, to express our grievances, and the Feds not only prepared for that event they also 

were doing illegal criminal activity, doing entrapment. They were moving fences and getting away 

with it; people were caught on film but of course there's been no answer.  

 

Ray Epps who works for one of the government departments absolutely was trying to incite people to 

get into the Capitol and all these kinds of things. He was let loose wandering like a free man; he was 

the one committing crimes. He was calling for criminal behavior, he was calling for criminal action to 

be done AND he was out free. So it's obvious that the FBI would say, “Oh he doesn't work for the FBI but 

he works for some government agency.” They always have legal liabilities, so they always say, “Oh, he 

doesn't work for the FBI.” They always are one-arm or two-arm lengths away; he may work for one 

government agency and be a mole within the other government agencies. So their statements are 

always lies; they're always half-truths half-lies like the serpent with split tongue. Always they are 

doing this. 

 

Of course American people SAW that on mass last time with Fox News throwing Trump under the 

bus, throwing all Trump supporters under the bus; throwing all the people who wanted America to 

be SAVED under the bus. But eventually Fox News thanks to Tucker Carlson has turned around, and 

it looks like they're now coming back to the patriots’ side; they're going from neocon and at least 

they're coming on the patriots’ side. Thank God! Tucker Carlson was the catalyst; he was the John the 

Baptist there. He was the CRITICAL figure at Fox News that ended up turning the rhetoric around, 

and all the other people there, those neocons, are now starting to talk his talking points. 

 

Especially with the 1/6 event where he showed who this Ray Epps was; who this man on the tower 

was that was clearly coordinating with other people; who this person that was moving fences and 

putting them back up was. That's illegal activity. You can't just remove capital security fences; that's 

illegal! But you had all these people in plain clothes doing this, and it's clearly a federal operation that 

was there to try to lure in and entrap the patriots. 

 

They knew their criminal activity: the stealing of the ballots, the stealing of the votes, the stealing of 

the election; the stealing of all this was a MASSIVE, massive criminal undertaking that they had 

PERPETRATED against the American people, against 80 million plus American people with twelve 

million more now added to Trump's side. Never been done before, and then President Trump loses! 

Unreal! Unbelievable!  

But of course this is what we had to see and that's why all the folks started gathering and 

PROTESTING and expressing their grievances and singing songs like “Hallelujah!” and “God bless 

America!” We wanted God back; we wanted the country back. 
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Still a cold war 

Then they went on a RAMPAGE trying to call all Trump supporters “domestic terrorists.” They went 

up to 500 different individuals and put them in federal prisons, in solitary confinement with NO due 

process, no jury, no judge; none of that. They're still awaiting their court trials. This is how you treat 

ISIS! This is how you treat the Taliban! This is not how you treat AMERICANS! American citizens 

with all their rights guaranteed under the Bill of Rights and the Constitution that all these government 

servants should be protecting!  

 

NO! Now you have the oligopoly of the oligarchy class ruling from their echelon, from the White 

House, the House and the Senate which they've now all captured illegally. They’re perpetrators that 

continue the destruction of America and the aiding, abetting and strengthening of our enemies in a 

grand escalation worldwide, with the lockdowns, with the fake chemical virus, with the fake 

biological weapon; with the Wuhan lab creating man-made Chicom virus now spreading to the whole 

world and locking down the whole world. 

 

Now Canada is protesting with truckers blocking Ottawa, and Trudeau comes out saying, “Well, this is 

a criminal activity and we will be using the full force of the law.” So you see escalation just as we said, 

because as spring starts coming closer, as summer starts coming closer and as the weather starts 

warming up, people want to get out; people want to demonstrate, they want to express themselves 

being out of the cold shell of winter etc.  

 

But at the same time the patriots HAVE to be cautious. It's important to express our grievances, it's 

important to stand on the right side; it's important to do all those things. But at the same time you 

have to be careful because remember, they have already gotten away with so much criminality! 

Trump should not have stepped down from office because he clearly won, but he gave it over to 

usurpers who had stolen the election BY FRAUD and by election criminal behavior. 

 

This is like going into a different country receiving funding from China, receiving funding from our 

enemies, messing up, stealing the election and putting your person in. That's what the military-

industrial complex in America has been doing for many of the proxy wars across the globe, and now 

the CIA and FBI have just used that program on America and they've literally stolen the election in 

front of our eyes and we've SEEN what has happened. So all the folks were down there protesting. It's 

been a year and a half now of assessing their behavior patterns, assessing their projected plans or 

strategies. But you can see that the last two years with the corona shut down, the corona lockdowns, 

the corona Chicom virus SCAM, we as Americans have been PUNISHED. Not only were they 

bringing down cities, not only were they rioting and looting, but now the rioting and looting is 

moving up one hour to Westchester, New York, and now it's only one hour from Pennsylvania. It is 

now getting worse especially as the springtime comes. 

 

People don't want to hear that because springtime is so hopeful; it's wonderful in Pennsylvania. I 

know it's still cold in Tennessee, but it's already starting to warm up and this week it’s going to be 
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between 50 and 60 degree weather, so it's going to be quite warm and spring is definitely coming 

down here. 

 

But the point is: when spring comes up people want to get out, people want to do activity; people 

want to do activism etc. Those are all important things but also everybody must be praying hard. 

Pray, pray hard folks! Because there may be an attempt to sabotage any one of these activities 

especially on the big scale, like the ones that are done in DC. On the local it's much safer, but we have 

to watch out for the ones on the big scale because now we've passed over the precipice.  

 

By stepping down from the White House Trump committed an astounding dereliction of duty; even 

though he knew this was a stolen election he stepped down. We don't know the backstory behind 

that; they probably threatened his children and his grandchildren and all those kinds of things. 100%! 

This probably happened. The point is: he should not have stepped down. He should have understood 

that this is not just politics or WrestleMania; “Republicans win sometimes and Democrats next time.” No! 

This is an all-out full-fledged WAR that they have unleashed on America! They are CAPTURING 

America, they're flooding the borders, they're allowing us to be invaded; they're stealing and 

destroying our election. They’ve put in the infrastructure of a system to RIG the vote and SWITCH the 

counts. Those would be military actions against a country; if that happened with Iraq and Iran that 

would already be a war. 

 

In other words these are not only cyber attacks, these are not only election attacks; these are not only 

INVASIONS that are happening with MILLIONS flooding through the Southern border every week. 

We are in full-scale war here in America. But it's not hot yet, it's still a cold war. It's still escalating; 

they're seeing how much they can get away with before the people actually start saying, “NO!”  

 

So folks, it's such a critical time during this stage when the Superclass in the oligopoly is panicking. 

Why? Because their lies are coming in the open; their lies are been exposed. Shout out to Project 

Veritas, James O'Keefe and all those folks out there! We had the blessing to meet him a couple of years 

ago; unbelievable patriots! They are EXPOSING the Deep State; they're EXPOSING CNN as the media 

pedophile-protecting empire. They're EXPOSING the FBI and CIA doing criminal acts against the 

people, and of course getting away with it. They always get away with it; they're acting with 

impunity. They HAVE the strings of the system, they have the apparatus done so they can commit 

any crime that they desire and get away with it. Whereas a normal person or a patriot, if you commit 

even one crime or you have one problem, they're coming after you with a SWAT team to shoot you 

dead in the night. That's the place where America is coming to, folks. 

 

And it's not going away; any wishful thinking or hoping that it'll go away or putting the head under 

the rug, it's not going to work. That time is already GONE! RECAPTURING America when they have 

all the apparatus, the infrastructure, all the media, all those educational systems? The majority of the 

intelligence agency is now corrupted from the top, and is being used on strategic warfare and 

intelligence operations are already being done on the American people.  
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Only God! 

We are in a state where only God can turn that around, folks; ONLY God can turn that around. We 

got to do our part, we got to do our five percent; we got to do what we can do BUT at the same time  

We have to also prepare.  

We have to STRENGTHEN our communities,  

We have to STRENGTHEN our networks  

We have to STRENGTHEN the people in the local areas with the patriots’ networks and programs, 

etc.  

We have to EMPOWER people.  

We have to let them understand what type of serious scenario we are in.  

 

But of course at the same time we have to be PRAYING with the Holy Ghost and fellowshipping with 

people. It is absolutely critical to be evangelizing the good news of the Gospel. Why? Because the 

good news of the Gospel is FREEDOM away from tyranny; it's freedom away from government 

tyranny.    

 

Jesus, in one of the most famous iconic scriptural passage that has passed the test of time of ANY 

culture, any tradition on the planet, what did he say? He said, “Render to Caesar the things that are 

Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's.” (Mark 12; 17)  He SEPARATED church and state; he 

SEPARATED from the POWER of the Caesar or the government to come in and destroy you because 

he said there's a separation. The Caesar is not operating with God; he’s operating in a different realm. 

God is operating in another realm. Amen! He was showing that there's a difference between the kings 

of this earth and the true King of Kings who is God.  

 

Now while more and more activities are happening especially things are being organized in DC, we 

have to be very careful that the 1/6 event doesn't repeat itself. Of course the Feds will start doing false 

flag attacks; they will start trying to blow up stuff and blame it on patriots. They will start trying to do 

these kinds of TERRIBLE things because they're a criminal organization that is now occupying the 

United States.  

We are in serious trouble but at the same time only God can get us out of this and only the move of 

the Holy Spirit LEADING us individually, collectively and as families and tribes and networks etc can 

do this. It can't be coordinated over the radio waves and it can't be coordinated through this and that. 

It has to be coordinated by God in the spiritual realm, it has to be coordinated by the spirit world; it 

has to be coordinated by all the Heavenly Hosts that are helping and aiding and abetting God in this 

spiritual warfare because that SPIRITUAL warfare is now manifesting in its PHYSICAL form, as 

America is now struggling for her life and as she is on the final BREATHS that she may be having.  

 

So we are in an unbelievably intense time and period folks.  

But the point is: we got to get back to God because only the Holy Spirit can lead us out of this, folks. 

It's not going to be man, it's not going to be this or that; it's going to be God that is doing in a 

DECENTRALIZED way. If anybody in the whole patriot community starts organizing something they 

will take you down as a TERRORIST. Everything has to be DECENTRALIZED. People have to be 
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moved by the Spirit on what God wants them to do. They should not be waiting for HIGH command 

to say this or that; it doesn't exist in the patriots’ community. There is no high command! There's only 

God's Word, there's only God's Spirit, and HE will guide the patriots and the people individually in a 

decentralized way.  

 

So the government can't track it by phone, by satellite. They can't track it by internet, they can't track it 

by the hand phones and all this kind of stuff; they can't track it because the Holy SPIRIT is touching 

people, the Holy SPIRIT is organizing; the Holy SPIRIT is manifesting the brush fires with the hearts 

and minds of men and making them ANIMATED for the animated contest of liberty. THAT is what is 

going to bring people together. 

 

 

Patriots must pray 

Of course when the Holy Spirit says to people, “Be the last line! Protect this house!” When He says, 

“Okay, the jackboot thugs are coming,” and “Don't tread on me!” and “molon labe” (“come and take them”); 

when He says all that, then you have those martyrs that are inevitable. 

 

Think about it: the more the government starts trying to target people, start trying to KILL people, 

SWAT-teaming them; destroying them like in Waco, Ruby Ridge, or anywhere else; the more they do 

that, the weaker they will become. Because the more they do that the more UNPOPULAR they will 

become, the more they do that the more proof and evidence the patriots’ side now has to show, “Look! 

These people are criminals; these people are TERRIBLE wicked agencies. They are enemies of the people!” 
 

They want to come after and KILL especially the leadership and people who can mobilize others - 

they want to KILL any of the leaders in the patriots’ community and assassinate them, or frame them 

or say that they're watching child porn or say that they're doing illegal activity like in Ruby Ridge and 

Waco et cetera, where they had a sawed-off shotgun shorter by one inch. Unbelievable folks! But the 

more they do those kinds of things! Yes! It will be sad and tragic that it happens. But there is no 

freedom; no peace is made without the SACRIFICE of people's blood. 

 

This freedom that we have in America is not FREE! We get to be free in this country because our 

Founding Fathers, because the people before us, the warriors, they fought and they DIED! That's why 

this country is FREE! It's not free because it was born free or was naturally free. That's not the natural 

state of events in human activity. Why? Because humans have SIN and humans chose sin over God, so 

they don't try to protect the sovereignty of the individual which comes from God. They try to manifest 

POWER and TYRANNY because it is a means for gathering resources and gathering sexual resources, 

financial resources, things - whatever they want, and the ability to do whatever they want; acting like 

gods and basically becoming Satan. 

 

So we have to understand that these forces are acting and they're activating WHILE the patriots are 

also mobilizing. So we PRAY for any of these freedom convoys, any of these things; we stand and 

fellowship with them if they are in our local areas. Local areas are much safer, but with the ones that 
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go on to DC we have to be careful, because more 1/6 false flags, more 1/6 federal traps will be set. 

They're trying to ensnare and try the patriots calling them “white supremacists” and “domestic 

terrorists.”  
 

Justin Trudeau is saying that TRUCKERS are white supremacists! This is incredible! The Communist 

government will always just talk about the laborers, the laborers, the laborers! “We want to protect the 

laborers, we want to have the unions; we want to protect them.” This is how the commies always sell 

communism. But then what do they do? When the laborers, the truck drivers ACTUALLY come to the 

city to protest all the nefarious lockdowns, all the stripping away of the constitutional rights etc, of the 

Canadian people, then all of a sudden you don't want to see the workers and the laborers no more! 

No! He doesn't care about the unions no more! He doesn't care about their opinion no more! He wants 

to run away to where he can appear in his proper little Gucci Versace clothes. That says that Trudeau 

is like TOTAL tyrant; a TOTAL weak cowardly EVIL man.   

 

https://geopolitics.co/2022/02/22/world-economic-forums-young-global-leaders-revealed/ 

And of course he has the streams of power; he has been SELECTED. Who knew what the World 

Economic Forum was, who RAISED up these new economic “leaders,” these young GLOBAL leaders 

with their youth initiative in 1993? Some of the first graduates include names like what? Bill Gates, 

Angela Merkel. Isn’t it interesting that just in twenty short years they would come to the worldwide 

stage and would now be calling the shots for every country of the world; trying to transcend 

constitutional sovereignty on every nation? They are acting as if they own the whole world. These 

people of course have been trained by the World Economic Forum and the Youth Leadership 

Conference here, and all those global TYRANTS desire to have worldwide control. 

They do it through the apparatus of communism, of fascism, of leftism, of neoconism on the right; 

whatever it is as far as centralizing power, they are operating it and trying to establish it. So we see 

these things; nothing's above them folks! They're willing to KILL people, ASSASSINATE people, 

WRECK countries; they're willing to do WHATEVER it takes to keep their power! 

 

So, we have to be careful! For any of the DC events, patriots have to be praying seriously! Patriots 

have to be asking HARD whether or not God actually wants them to go or if they’re being peer -

pressured in. Which one is it? Because they WILL be setting up traps, they WILL be setting up snares; 

they WILL be doing entrapment just like they did on the 1/6 event. They got away with it so they are 

now emboldened and they have power; they know that they're now with impunity and they can act 

and do whatever they want.  

 

 

Render to Caesar 

THAT is the real difference with the Christian worldview! When people say, “We've got to get back to 

Jesus! We've got to go back to Christian values in this country,” what does that mean? What is one of the 

cornerstones of Christian values? One of the cornerstones of Christian value that we're talking about 

right now is the separation between church and state: Caesar and the earthly kingdom of the world 

are different. God operates separate from them; that's not His kingdom.“You render to Caesar the things 
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that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's.”Those things are separate. That's a miracle! That 

concept never existed before Jesus Christ; NEVER existed!  

 

You separate the worldly kingdoms from God and people have autonomy away from this worldly 

kingdom; they have special sovereignty given by the Creator of the universe? This didn't exist, folks! 

Why? Because all the gods were used by the states, whether it be in Babylon, whether it be in Syria, 

whether it be the Hasmonean Empire; whatever empire it was, they were always using the deities in 

the pantheons. The Romans, the Greeks and the Egyptians all them using their pantheon to do what? 

To REINFORCE the state, to REINFORCE government power, to STRENGTHEN government power! 

 

But Jesus says, “NO! Government POWER is SEPARATE from God's work!” Whoa! He said, “Government 

POWER is SEPARATE from God's work!” You understand how He SPLIT it? He said, “NO! We DON”T 

live for the government; we live for GOD! Amen! 

This is an INCREDIBLE miracle in the history of mankind! Of course all come through Christ and the 

Son of God etc. But at the same time, what does Christianity also do? It PROTECTS individual 

sovereignty!  

 

 

 

 

Bodily autonomy 

What is this whole corona craziness about? It's about taking away your INDIVIDUAL sovereignty; it's 

about taking away your personal rights. If you don't have bodily autonomy and some people 

unknown to you can come and MANDATE you to PENETRATE you and to JAB you with chemical 

poisons and concoctions of which they don't even give the list order; if they can do that to you and 

you go ALONG with it, you might as well be a COW in a pen. You might as well be a pig eating on a 

trough! They're treating you like an animal; they're farming you, folks!  

 

This is not how human beings are to be. Why? Because we are not just another animal species as the 

Left and the CULT of evolution tells us. NO! We are not just another ape; we are not just another 

advanced biped and another orangutan that has evolved! NO! We are CHILDREN of Almighty God; 

CHILDREN of God! What the heck does that mean? It means God the Creator, the Sovereign Creator 

of the world is greater than any governmental power, ANY infrastructure on this planet. HE is the 

Creator and when WE come into relationship with HIM and choose Him and not sin, then we all come 

into His FAMILY, we come into His children-hood, and of course when we get married and we 

become kings of priests and queens and evangelists, we come into His royal BLOODLINE, His royal 

PRIESTHOOD!  

 

What the heck does all that mean?  

It MEANS we are not SLAVES to the state.  

It MEANS we are not slaves to the governments of the world.  

It MEANS we are not slaves to different boards of mankind.  
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It MEANS that we are children of GOD, the CREATOR of the cosmos, of the universe! 

 

That autonomy is critical folks, because without that autonomy you're just an animal. If they can jab 

you and stick you with chemical poisons for whatever reason they want to do just like these racist 

white government officials did to black people in the Tuskegee experiment in America; those white 

supremacist, racist government officials that injected black people with syphilis they're doing the 

same thing to now EVERYBODY! They're now hitting EVERYBODY with chemical concoctions and 

poisons. They don’t give you the ingredients list and they expect you to take it. Of course these 

lunatics on the Left have complete cult syndrome. They call us a cult, but they're a cult; they're the 

ones that are trying to guilt-shame people and yell saying, “Die! Kill the unvaxxed! You’re unvaxxed; 

you're destroying everything!” WHILE people who are vaxxed can still get corona and they can still 

SPREAD it! You CRAZY lunatics!  

 

But at the same time they're of course trying to go after anybody who says, “No! We want bodily 

autonomy! We want individual sovereignty! You can't just VIOLATE people's body and their autonomy!” 

What does that mean folks? Bodily autonomy means what? Why can this not be violated? You can't 

just VIOLATE this. Why? Because this is given to me by GOD! This is given to us by God! Our BODY 

is the TEMPLE of the Holy Spirit as the Bible says. It's a TEMPLE; it's a dwelling place for God. And 

you can't just come in and do it because you're some government official with some BADGE or you're 

some politician and you think you're HIGH on a horse and you think you're ruling over cities and all 

this jackboot thugs will obey your commands!  

 

It doesn't matter what kind of pharaoh you think you are! GOD is the Creator and you are NOTHING; 

NOTHING compared to God! And when we have God then we say, “No! I may be an electrician, I may 

be a plumber, I may be a truck driver; it doesn't matter. I have this bodily autonomy, this individual sovereignty 

that's not given to me by the government, by states, by politicians, or by rulers of this world. This bodily 

autonomy is given to me by the Creator of the universe who trumps ALL their decisions.”  
 

This bodily autonomy is CRITICAL. If you don't have that you have nothing; if you don't have bodily 

autonomy you have nothing. How can you have property rights if you don't have bodily autonomy? 

You need to have bodily autonomy. You need to be able to say, “No! This is my body! You can't just put 

stuff in because you're MANDATING it and just giving orders from a government office! That is illegal.” Why 

is it illegal? They're going to come and ask, “Why is it illegal?” They have the power; they can do 

whatever they want. Well, that's the argument they can use for animals, right? So you're treated like 

animals. 

 

But why do we know in our heart of hearts that it is bad to rule a population like animals? Because we 

know that we are made in the image of GOD and that governments cannot treat us that way. They 

have to RESPECT the bodily autonomy of people; they have to RESPECT our individual decisions. 

And they can't just tell us, “You HAVE to do this! You have to wear a mask; no mask! Wear a mask; no mask! 

Wear a mask; no mask! Mask; no mask! Mask; no mask!” They can't do this kind of lunacy!  
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Sheriff model vs. state police model 

Check it out on the Rod of Iron Ministries’ storytelling right; we got it up online: In France they're now 

tear-gassing people in restaurants folks, because people in restaurants are committing the high crime 

of EATING! The CRIME is eating in a restaurant without their Nazi PAPERS! SHAME on those 

French NAZI POLICE and those French Canadian NAZI POLICE!  

We always support the police if they do the right job and they're under the sheriff model; that means 

they can be fired, as they are the lowest level of government. So they have to be accountable to the 

people; people have to be able to FIRE the police chief, the police officers, etc. They're supposed to be 

our servants; they're supposed to be public SERVANTS! They're not supposed to be jackboot thugs.  

 

The state-police model is a European model not an American model. With that European model what 

happens? They take orders from the mayor and the commissioners. Why? Because they're not put into 

place by the people; they're SELECTED by the government echelon; they're selected by the oligopoly, 

and because they're selected they don't care what you think.  

 

That's why they'll act like that in Australia and BEAT you up because you don't have your Nazi 

PAPERS, and they'll TEAR-gas you in a restaurant in FRANCE because you haven’t got your Nazi 

PAPERS, or in Korea where they'll tell you as if you were a PIG or a farm animal, “Where's your QR 

CODE? SHOW me or you're going to PRISON!” These people are CRAZY! And in Canada as well! 

They're trying to make those truckers FREEZE and DIE in the minus 20 degrees Celsius weather in 

Ottawa, Canada, right now as they protest in the convoys.  

Why do they do it? They are taking orders from the politicians’ class because they are beholden to it; 

they're not beholden to the people. People cannot FIRE them! That is the problem, isn't it?  

 

That's why the SHERIFF model is so much more important! The SHERIFF model is the American 

model; it is the Kingdom model, the Christian model. Why? Because that person has to be 

ACCOUNTABLE to human rights; he has to be ACCOUNTABLE to the Bill of Rights. He has to be 

ACCOUNTABLE to whether or not he protects the people or whether he's acting like a TYRANT or if 

he is really a servant. He is ACCOUNTABLE, and he can be removed by the people by vote! That's 

why the American model was always the SHERIFF model and that's why the Kingdom Constitution 

model of course is the SHERIFF model! 

 

 

Through Christ we become Kings and Priests 

We're in incredible times folks as we are moving through this course of tribulation, but it all comes 

back to sovereignty. Look at all these beautiful kings and priests with the beautiful crowns! Okay 

some of us have Paracord crowns, some of us have bullet crowns and some of us have leather crowns. 

But the Rothschilds, the queen of England and that decrepit leftist Communist monarchy in Britain, 

they HATE this! They hate the idea that THROUGH CHRIST we become KINGS and PRIESTS! That 

the normal people will not be farm animals and the normal people that come into union with Christ 

can become KINGS and PRIESTS and they have NO legitimate say over them! Wow! They HATE that! 

That's why one of the symbols that they hate is a crown. They don't think normal people should be 
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calling themselves kings. Why? Because THEY anoint the kings; THEY decide who should be the 

kings. NO! They are not GOD! Amen! (Amen!) They are PEOPLE! GOD is God and GOD determines 

who will be the kings and the priests. Amen! (Amen!) Hallelujah! This is why they really hate this 

symbol. 

 

This leads us into the Scripture. So let's go to Mark 11. It makes sense if you talk about crown and 

sovereignty. Look at this! 

 

 

 

Mark 11: 1-11 

The Triumphal Entry of Christ 

11 And when they came nigh to Jerusalem, unto Bethphage and Bethany, at the Mount of Olives, he sendeth 
forth two of his disciples, 

2 And saith unto them, Go your way into the village over against you: and as soon as ye be entered into it, ye 
shall find a colt tied, whereon never man sat; loose him, and bring him. 

3 And if any man say unto you, Why do ye this? say ye that the Lord hath need of him; and straightway he will 
send him hither. 

4 And they went their way, and found the colt tied by the door without in a place where two ways met; and they 
loose him. 

5 And certain of them that stood there said unto them, What do ye, loosing the colt? 

6 And they said unto them even as Jesus had commanded: and they let them go. 

7 And they brought the colt to Jesus, and cast their garments on him; and he sat upon him. 

8 And many spread their garments in the way: and others cut down branches off the trees, and strawed them in 
the way. 

9 And they that went before, and they that followed, cried, saying, Hosanna; Blessed is he that cometh in the 
name of the Lord: 

10 Blessed be the kingdom of our father David, that cometh in the name of the Lord: Hosanna in the highest. 

11 And Jesus entered into Jerusalem, and into the temple: and when he had looked round about upon all things, 
and now the eventide was come, he went out unto Bethany with the twelve. 

 

Wow! Hallelujah! 

Jesus had nothing! He didn't have mountains of kingdoms and gold and silver and armaments and 

castles. He had NOTHING! He was in a DIRTY field and a SANDY lot in the DESERT in the middle of 

NOWHERE with raggedy clothes on his BACK! 

 

And he's sitting on a DONKEY! He's sitting on a DONKEY! They put him on a donkey! On a SMELLY 

DONKEY with flies flying around probably dropping poop out the back side! They put JESUS, the 

CHRIST, the SON of GOD on this DONKEY! They put some cloaks down on it and he SAT on top of 
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it. That's a blessed donkey because the Lord sat on it; very blessed! Hallelujah! We had those 

Cheongpyeong donkeys here, and True Father’s spirit SAT on them too. Hallelujah! Bless this land!  

 

Anyway! And then what happened? Now they're cutting leaves from the field and they're putting 

them down on the ground. Usually for a royal procession of kings they put a RED carpet they have to 

sprinkle flowers; they have to have elephants walking first, they have to have camels walking first. 

The Egyptian pharaoh when they moved through towns, they had huge processions with people 

carrying them up on their shoulders and then moving through. They had dancers and singers and 

huge processions moving down as the pharaoh would come through. All this Hollywood pump, all 

this Hollywood circumstance; all this Hollywood glitz, glamour, bling, bling, bling! 

 

Now you juxtapose that with JESUS who is the KING of Kings: all he had was raggedy smelly dirty 

clothing and the dirt floor, sitting on a fly-swatting donkey with LEAVES that were just cut from the 

field and thrown on the ground. They didn't have any purple road! They didn't have any red carpet! 

They didn't have any flower petals! They just had to throw down leaf litter so that Christ could come 

on it. 

 

 

What mattered was what God thought about Him 

Now, you look at it from the pharaoh's perspective in Egypt or, from Caesar’s perspective since Israel 

was part of the Roman Empire. What a JOKE this is to Caesar! This is a joke! This guy is the King of 

Kings and he's on a fly-ridden donkey, a smelly donkey, and he has a couple of disciples in front of 

him shouting “Hosanna! Hosanna!” acting like crazy people, cutting down leaves and putting them 

down in front of him? That's his royal procession? How crazy that is! The Caesars would think, 

“That's a joke; that's a total joke!” 
 

Do you see why this is important, folks? Because it didn’t matter what the Caesars thought. Amen! 

(Amen!) It didn't matter what they thought; it didn't matter what the normal people of that place 

thought. What MATTERED is WHO JESUS WAS! Amen! (Amen!) THAT’S what mattered! It didn't 

matter what the GROUP thought or the people of Jerusalem thought or the Roman Empire or the 

Caesars thought! That had NO BEARING on his identity. Why? His IDENTITY was given to him by 

whom? By his FATHER! Hallelujah! Not by them!  

 

So he could be the KING of Kings; HIGHER than pharaoh, HIGHER than Caesar, HIGHER than 

Marcus Aurelius and all those crazy lunatics! He could be HIGHER than them all and he could be 

sitting on a donkey swatting flies with RAGGEDY clothes on a DIRT pathway, with Peter putting 

down a LEAF LITTER as his red carpet! 

 

Why? Because his ROYALTY wasn't determined by the people's APPROVAL! Whoo! Oh Lord, 

Hallelujah! His ROYALTY was not based on their APPROVAL! It wasn't based on POLL numbers; it 

wasn't based on what other PEOPLE said or how the Royal Mail or Hollywood REPORTER thinks 
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about it! That is IRRELEVANT! What MATTERED was what GOD said about it. Amen! That's what 

mattered! Hallelujah! 

 

Why? Because that's directly connected to sovereignty; it's directly connected. JESUS’ sovereignty 

didn't come from CAESAR or from being under the Roman Empire - even though the Jews were not 

considered citizens. That's NOT where his sovereignty came from; being ONE with the Father, ONE 

with God, Jesus’ sovereignty came from God Almighty! The MOST HIGH! The GOD that rules over 

EVERY Caesar, EVERY Marcus Aurelius, EVERY pharaoh, EVERY king of the earth! CHRIST was 

above them, because he was His Father’s son, the CREATOR's son. Hallelujah! You see how important 

that is, folks? 

 

Father anointed ME as the Second King, I NEVER chose that; I DIDN’T want to be in that position but 

my Father told ME to sit in that position even though I didn't want it and even though it's just a 

burden. Then the Han mother did her crazy thing and became the harlot-of -Babylon Satanist. She 

erased Father, erased Christ, erased every connection with the Bible, etc, and she chased us out in the 

wilderness. She stole all the money and stole all the things that Father in three different ceremonies 

across two continents said would be in His heir’s and successor’s control and authority. 

 

We were out there with nothing in the wilderness of Pennsylvania and I made the leather crown. 

That's the first crown; that's the first crown I made. It was a leather crown. We had some old Tong-il 

marks and we had Father's name and we made the leather crown; that was the first crown of the 

wilderness, the leather crown. Materially it probably cost what? Less than ten bucks! (Laughing)   

 

But that didn't matter! Just like it didn't matter that JESUS, the KING of Kings, KING of Caesar- he's 

KING of CAESAR, he's KING of the EMPEROR - he was sitting on a darn donkey. In the Roman 

world the emperors ride around white horses. They don't even ride a normal horse, they ride a white 

horse; they ride an albino horse. You understand? They NEVER will ride a donkey; a donkey's too 

DIRTY! But Caesar's KING who is JESUS, CHRIST the LORD was riding a donkey. Are you with me 

folks? 

 

In the same way, the hand that crowned MY head upon which the Kingship of True Father was 

RESTED, that's the hand that blessed you under Father's authority again and that's the hand that 

crowned YOU. So the world will say, “You're CRAZY! Look at you crazy people! You’re wearing crowns! 

You think you're like the queen of England or the king of Thailand or like all these monarchs in Europe. You 

didn't get permission from the Rothschilds; you didn't get permission from the Bilderberg group. Nobody 

acknowledges you!” It doesn't matter. Nobody acknowledged Jesus when he was riding on a donkey 

and riding on a leaf litter going to Jerusalem with what the normal outside world would see as 12 

crazy lunatics shouting, “Hosanna! Hosanna!” He didn't have a huge procession; he had 12 guys. 12 

guys is all he had! 

 

But it DIDN’T matter because HE was higher than ANY Caesar that was riding around on a white 

albino horse, and he was higher than any pharaoh who had chariots and who had armies; he was 
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higher than them all and he was riding on a donkey with flies all around with old raggedy clothes. 

Because it's not the external that made Him, you see; that's not what gave him His identity! 

 

 

From servant to king 

That's why the Satanists hate this. They hate a movement that is making the body of Christ not just 

believers and servants of Christ but now as Christ SAYS,  

5 And from Jesus Christ, who is the faithful witness, and the first begotten of the dead, and the prince of the 

kings of the earth. Unto him that loved us, and washed us from our sins in his own blood, 6 And hath made us 

kings and priests unto God and his Father; to him be glory and dominion for ever and ever. Amen.  (Rev 1: 5-6) 

That's what the Scripture says. They HATE it that NOW in the Complete Testament realm the body of 

Christ is coming from a SERVANT mentality into a KINGSHIP mentality! Hallelujah! Hallelujah! 

That could only come by the advent of True Father, the Returning Jesus and the Kingdom He created 

from the beginning of the world, because that’s the authority from which real kingship comes!  

 

Not from the Bilderberg group, not from the Rothschild group, not from Bill Gates, not from George 

Soros, not from the queen of England; not from all these lunatics and pedophiles! It comes from GOD 

Almighty! Hallelujah! So, when they see these crowns that makes them angry: “Look at these crazy 

people with those crowns on! How dare they think that when they are blessed they become kings and priests?” 

(Laughing) Maybe those crowns are fake gold, faux gold and phony diamonds, or this is a cubic 

zirconia or something like that. But it doesn't matter, it doesn't matter; it doesn't matter. In the future, 

those kingship crowns will be gold and diamonds and everything. 

But of course it’s important that the new generations know that their kingship line didn't come from 

the gold, silver and the diamonds. No, that's not what does it. The kinship line comes from GOD! 

That's where the authority comes from. You understand that, folks?  

 

 

The curse 

And in this incredible world level tribulation and CURSE that the Han mother brought to the earth 

because of her FALL and BETRAYAL of True Father, the King of Kings, we are now experiencing 

WORLDWIDE curse just as we predicted. She predicted the opposite. She said there would be 

worldwide blessings; that everybody was going to follow her. No, no, no, no! All the prophecies 

turned out to be lies, fake. What WE said about the world happened: world-level curse the likes of 

which we've NEVER seen. Now nobody can deny it; this is a WORLD-level curse. Nobody in our 

lifetime can deny.  I saw someone who’s 82 years old; he’s never seen ANYTHING like this! NEVER 

seen anything like this! 

 

Why did that curse come RIGHT after Father passed and RIGHT after the Han mother turned to 

Satan? Isn't that a coincidence? RIGHT after the ANOINTED SON and CAIN and ABEL whom Father 

anointed, Justin and Sean, Kook Jin Nim and myself, MADE the prediction that a cosmic-level fall and 

curse was coming. EVERYBODY thought we were crazy, EVERYBODY thought we were wrong; 

EVERYBODY said, “Ah! There’s nothing happening! Western countries are still rich; nothing's happening!”    
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But God gave us a couple years to prepare which is the reason why our community is probably more 

prepared than 99.9 % of the country, because we have had that little window of time to prepare to be 

ready for such a tribulation. And then it came! Think about it: what is happening in this worldwide 

tribulation? What is the existential battle? That's all about what? Sovereignty, who OWNS you! That's 

a sovereignty question, isn't it? Who owns you? You see that's the big battle right now. The 

GOVERNMENTS of the world say, “WE own you!” That's what the governments tell the people right 

now. 

 

“You better DO what we SAY! We tell you ‘MASK ON’ you mask on. If we tell you ‘MASK OFF’ you mask 

off! If we tell you ‘SUFFOCATE your children and STRANGULATE them” with a mask at five years old 

even though they have 99.99% of surviving an illness and hardly any children died from the corona 

biological weapon.”NO, when we tell you ‘MASK ON’ you got to mask on, when we tell you ‘MASK OFF’ 
you got to mask off! Mask on, mask off! Mask on, mask off!”  
 

What are they saying? They’re saying, “WE OWN YOU!” THAT’S what these politicians and 

government officials say, “The STATE owns you! You’re PROPERTY of the STATE! You have no bodily 

autonomy. You have no say, you have no CHOICE! You’re property of the state just like a farmer owns COWS 

as property and owns PIGS as property!” 
 

Up to now they've been taxing you and tax farming you but you really didn't pay attention to it, but 

NOW with the corona and the worldwide level curse, oh you're paying attention. Because now they're 

wrecking every part of your life: meat prices are skyrocketing worldwide, the cost of living is 

skyrocketing worldwide, gas prices skyrocketing worldwide. Meanwhile you can't even open your 

business to make money because they keep locking down your freaking businesses. It's becoming a 

CRIME to run a business to make MONEY to feed your family; that's becoming a CRIME just like in 

Communist countries. It's ALL about SOVEREIGNTY! 

 

 

Fighting for Sovereignty 

That's why that Scripture in Mark Chapter 11 is amazing because it shows Jesus proclaiming 

sovereignty as the King of Kings on a donkey, with dirty clothes on a dirt road and riding over dead 

leaves. He's proclaiming sovereignty in the face of the Roman Caesars that ride white horses and 

GOLD accoutrements and RED ROBES and all that kind of stuff, and they have ARMIES of men. 

 

Jesus said, “That doesn't matter. I will bring a kingdom that will unite you with the Creator, Almighty God my 

Father.”When you unite with Him it doesn't matter what the Caesars think, it doesn't matter what the 

rulers of the darkness of this world think; it doesn’t matter what spiritual wickedness in high places 

think. As the Scripture says, “For we fight not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against 

powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places!” (Ephesians 

6:12) Hallelujah! It doesn't matter what they say. What matters is what? What HE says; that's where 

sovereignty comes from. That is what God says that matters. 
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That's why the whole Leftist Party apparatus is all about trying to get rid of God through the public 

BRAINWASHING school system where they're masking and muzzling and strangulating our 

children, KILLING our children, DEPRIVING them of oxygen. There are kids that are now getting the 

vax and the double boosters and all of that, and they're DYING while they're playing basketball or 

playing in the yard. And these STUPID government officials don't get PROSECUTED, they don't go to 

prison; they don't get PUNISHED because, “Oh, we're obeying orders.” 
 

That’s why they’re HELL-BENT on getting everybody through the public education system which is a 

brainwashing camp. In Germany for example you cannot homeschool your child; you cannot. It's a 

CRIME in Germany to educate your children! What a JOKE! That's such a ridiculous joke! It is a 

CRIME, a federal CRIME to educate your own children? Do you understand? That's in Germany folks, 

a “first world” nation. 

 

What is the state saying there? They say, “No, you don't have sovereignty over your children; the STATE 

OWNS your children, and we will bring them up however we want!” That’s what they're saying. AND they 

want them NOT to BELIEVE in God. They want them to BELIEVE God is some mythological tale, and 

that Christianity is like anything ELSE! NO! Christianity is UNIQUE among all the religions of the 

world. Why? Look at all the big religions of the world! Judeo-Christianity is unique. 

 

Buddhism does not; does NOT produce individual sovereignty because Buddhism doesn't have a 

Creator. In fact one of the main practices of Buddhism as a monk is you're supposed to meditate; in 

many traditions you meditate in graveyards, because you're supposed to reflect on the impermanence 

and the uselessness and the non-preciousness of the body. So in Buddhism, you go to graveyards and 

you see dead corpses and you're supposed to meditate on them rotting away, and that's supposed to 

teach you about impermanence. You see, that doesn't lead to human rights if everything's empty of 

existence. So you can't get human rights through Buddhism. 

 

You can't get human rights through Confucianism because Confucianism was part of the state. 

Confucius himself was PART of the Chinese imperial system. So what did he do? He GLORIFIED the 

state. He said, “Just like a son is to worship his father well the citizen has to worship the emperor of China.” So 

he basically said that the government is your family; that's what Confucius taught. That's Satanism! 

The government is not your family. 

 

From a Judeo-Christian worldview the government is what? The government is not your family; the 

government is your SERVANT! SERVANT! That's TOTALLY different! That's a RADICAL, RADICAL 

thought! That's unbelievable! You don't get that in Hinduism. Hinduism produced the CASTE system 

with the Brahmans, the Kshatriyas, the Vaishyas, and the Shudras classes and the untouchables. They 

don't produce human rights; they produce slavery. Hinduism, that's one billion people in India.  

 

In the 21st century, we're moving away from religion; we're becoming a secular country. Well, 

Germany was a secular country; Hitler was the head of the National Socialist Party of Germany. He 

knew a lot of soldiers were Christians but he said, “I think the Bible is the most disgusting vile book in 
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history and that Jesus is the most vile person.” So Hitler hated Jesus even though he used him, just like 

Constantine USED him for political power; he didn't care what Jesus said. 

 

What did secularism humanism, atheism and evolution give people? Well it gave them the brilliant, 

brilliant, lofty notion that, “Well since we're all animals anyway, I guess it's the survival of the fittest.” What 

does that mean? That means whoever has POWER is RIGHT! That means if the government has 

POWER and they say, “You're all my ANIMALS and I'll force vaccine you, so you better do it or I’ll kill 

you!” because we're not divine. Human beings are just animals like cows, pigs or rabbits; there's no 

difference so they can be treated the same. All have different levels of intelligence.  

 

But INTELLIGENCE does not determine our value. That's why in the Kingdom of God you can have 

somebody with low IQ and high IQ but they have the same value in God's eyes. Now they may make 

different decisions and they may make different mistakes and they may make different relationships 

etc, but that's beside the point. They have value because somebody who is low IQ and high IQ, it 

doesn't matter in terms of God's value of human rights in them.  

 

See, the evolutionists and the secularists would say, “Oh, well, it's based on harm. I know things are bad 

because harm is bad.” How do you know harm is bad? How can you say that harming something is 

bad? In nature animals harm each other all the time to get up the ladder of power, in nature harming 

is normal; male lions raping female lions is normal. They get what they want; they're spreading their 

gene set. If we're just animals, if there's no God determining right and wrong, and if there are no 

morals according to an objective standard by which we can determine what is good or bad, how can 

you even say that rape or murder is bad? How can you say that? Because if it's in the survival of the 

fittest, isn’t it about “power, might makes right?” 
 

In the Kingdom and even in America somebody who owns one acre of land or somebody who owns a 

billion acres of land is the same; you have the same human rights. When that guy who owns a billion 

acres of land comes onto the one-acre land of that small guy, he's not on his land; he's now on 

somebody else's land so he has to obey the king who owns that land. Do you understand, folks?  

It's not the size of the property or the clothes you wear that determine your value. No! It's the 

relationship with God that determines our value; that creates the human rights, that differentiates 

between good and evil. That's what determines that. 

 

 

“Icons of Evolution” 

It's not evolution and the leftist brainwashing of atheism in the schools when you're young. We're 

talking about it many times. All of you, young people, you remember hearing in public school about 

how you're in orangutan and how you're an evolved ape? ”You're just a beast. Evolution tells the story. It 

accounts for speciation; it counts for all the things of the earth. We don't need a mythological God; we don't 

need a phantom, some kind of Zeus figure in the sky to tell us what it is. We know through science.” Of course 

that science is so weak.  
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Dr Jonathan Walsh who was blessed by True Father wrote “Icons of Evolution” 
https://www.amazon.com/Jonathan-Wells-PhD/e/B001JP9N8A/ref=aufs_dp_fta_dsk 

He has both a PhD in Molecular and Cell Biology from the University of Berkeley, California, and also 

one in Religious Studies from Yale University, which is an Ivy League. He's a double PhD and he's 

one of the top scientists in America that teaches why the story of evolution story is a FAKE. I have the 

book. It shows all the twelve main arguments of evolution in the textbooks that all you young kids 

were brainwashed to believe; even in Japan and in Korea you all were brainwashed in it probably 

from around middle school. 

 

He goes through all the experimentations whether it be the embryological argument, whether it be the 

different study arguments, whether it be the vestigial organ. That means the tail that they believe split 

and the animals had legs and they became snakes, etc. He goes into all these arguments and shows the 

actual science, as one of the top scientists in this field. And he wrote a whole book on it showing the 

lies of evolution, showing the misrepresentation that the textbooks do.  

 

 

America, a Christian nation 

The point is what? The governments want to indoctrinate the children, “No, there's no God. God is a 

fake; He's a myth.” What does that mean? That means the Christian God who gives you liberty and 

bodily autonomy and human rights, that's a myth. That means all those things are a myth. That means 

you are property of the state! That’s what it means. It means whatever the government says you must 

do, because you are a slave; you are an animal that they own. You are property of the state. You don't 

have your own bodily autonomy; you don't own your life. Whatever the state says you will do, You 

see the problem here? You see THAT MESSAGE in itself is an ANTI-Christian message; it's an anti-

Christian message.  

 

The CHRISTIAN message is opposite! We're not beholden to the state. Caesar and God are separate; 

the state and God are separate. God is not running the satanic states. That’s a separate thing. Our body 

autonomy, our sovereignty, this comes from God; the human rights, the right of free speech, the right 

of self-defense, these are all rights that are not given by the state; they're given by God. 

 

That's why the Rod of Iron Kingdom is God's Kingdom. The Bible tells us, “He who overcomes he will 

rule the nation with the Rod or Iron and dash them to pieces like a potter’s vessel,” echoing Psalm chapter 2, 

echoing Revelation chapter 12 and 19 where Christ says the same. Echoing power is given to the 

person who overcomes in Christ, who becomes a coheir in His Kingdom and he has power to rule 

nations and he has power to shatter them like a potter’s vessel- which means what? He has power. 

 

All of you folks, if you're from Japan or Korea, your government doesn't give you that power, but 

everybody who comes to America, you guys everybody sees it. In America you can have power. It's 

not just that the government says, “Oh, the power of the people!” No! You can own very dangerous guns 

and tanks and armored vehicles. In Japan and Korea can you own that kind of stuff? No! No! In 

America we can own night time vision. That's the only power our governments have; you see why 

that's so different. Why? Because America was the top of the growth stage before the Lord returned 
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and America was supposed to be like Rome. It was supposed to be the platform from which the 

Kingdom could spread - if Christianity had united with the Lord. Are you with me, folks? It could 

have been that platform from which the whole world would come unto the Kingdom. 

 

But see how different that is: You're not a police officer, you're not a military man or woman but you 

as an American man or woman you can walk around a shopping mall or restaurant with your gun, 

your firearms on, with your knives; with all your weapons that only cops can have in other countries, 

that only military people can have, only government-approved people can have in other countries. 

 

But in America no! Why? Because America has a different base; it is a Judeo-Christian base. That's 

different from the British model which was more like the continuation of the Roman model, a 

centralized Christian state which is not the Kingdom of God. America was a decentralized Christian 

state. That's why it was founded on the Protestant movement; not the Catholic movement, not the 

Anglican movement. America was founded on the PROTESTANT movement that is a decentralized 

church. People are supposed to read the Bible for themselves and they're supposed to connect with 

God through the Holy Spirit directly; not through the Catholic Church, not through the Anglican 

British Church. Many people were killed in Britain; they wanted to kill the Americans because the 

Americans would not bow to the British crown and not bow to the British church, the Anglican 

Church. Americans were Protestants; the Puritans, they were Protestants. They didn't want to bow to 

Rome and they didn't want to bow to Britain. 

 

 

In the Rod of Iron Kingdom 

And after that God's Kingdom comes, and True Father’s victorious establishment of the Three 

Kingships centered now on the Constitution of God has come out. What does it mean? It is a place 

where the citizens must become kings and priests. That means worldwide when the Kingdom comes 

to Japan, Korea, etc, they'll all be states of Cheon Il Guk. One day all those people in Japan, Korea, 

Africa, South America, etc, for the first time in their history will have not only bodily autonomy and 

sovereignty, but they will also have human rights. They will have the ability to protect themselves and 

keep government as the servant. That's the Rod of Iron Kingdom! A dangerous, dangerous, scary 

place for tyrants, but a place of great liberty, freedom and peace for good people! That's amazing! 

 

The Queen, she's from Korea; she didn't understand that. But now she is the Rod of Iron Queen. 

Where she travels, where she goes, she has the ability to protect people, to stop evil because she has 

been trained up in the ways of God, and she loves God with her whole heart, mind, soul and strength, 

and through the training given by her husband instructing her to become a stronger woman, a power 

woman, now she has become the Rod of Iron Queen. Praise God! (Applause) 

 

Actually every woman should have that power because they are normally smaller and of a weaker 

stature, weaker body bone density and all that. So women who are smaller and weaker, how do they 

fight big men, dangerous men? They need to have that force multiplier; they need to have the 

understanding of the sovereignty, understanding that, “No! I'm precious because I'm God's daughter. So I 
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need to protect myself, I need to protect my family and to protect other people.” And having a Rod of Iron 

training then you're exercising not only your natural rights; your exercising obedience to God and also 

thankfulness to God, and you are exercising the power God gave you for good and not evil. Amen! 

(Amen!) 

 

That's why in the Rod of Iron Kingdom everybody is part of Peace Police-Peace Militia, and trains. 

Everybody! Why? Because in the Kingdom there is no centralized police, no centralized military; the 

responsibility of security is on the people. So everybody is part of that Peace Police-Peace Militia 

training. And through training we help one another, we help improve each other; we help raise the 

level because the better YOU are, the better our sisters are, the better our brothers are; the better 

people are at defending themselves and other people, then bad guys cannot succeed, criminals cannot 

succeed. 

 

They did statistics on the average gun shootout. The average gun shootout lasts only a few seconds 

and the average number of bullets that are shot in an average gunfight is eight bullets. In Japan, 

Korea, UK, etc, they don't have those statistics; America has the most statistics on gun fights. If you 

look at the statistics, it is eight rounds; eight rounds, and then it's done.  

Then you have one of three possibilities: 

1- The bad guy is dead after eight rounds. 

2- The good guy is dead after eight rounds, or  

3- The bad guy runs away. So you see? 

But if the lady did not have a gun then the bad guy would win 100% of the time, 100%! 

 

But let's say it's a girl this time; if the good lady has a Rod of Iron, now there are three possibilities 

within the first two or three seconds: 

1- She may be dead,  

2- He may be dead, or  

3- He may have run away. That's a huge difference!  

If she had nothing, 100% she's dead; 100%! Do you understand? That's a humongous change.  1:14:45 

 

That's what predators do: they hunt the ones that are small, they hunt the girls that look weak, and 

they hunt the ones that look very scared; they hunt them. Just like lions or wolves, if they hunt some 

kind of cow or whatever, they will go after the baby cow, the weak; the one that's sick. They'll go after 

that prey. Predators are the same. They will go after the weak ones, skinny girls, weak girls; girls with 

no confidence, small girls. They’ll go after them.  

 

But think about it: in the Rod of Iron Kingdom, everyone even the small girls are trained; they're all 

trained. Now if you try to attack any of them, you don't have 100% chance of success; you will be in 

great danger if you try to do something bad. Are you with me folks? You are in great danger as a bad 

guy, because that small girl can pull out her gun, so you must run away or die. Now the odds are 

changed. 
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“More guns, less crime” 

Look at statistics: 98.4% of all mass shootings in America -which they highly propagandize, highly 

publicized in the news- are on gun-free zones where guns are illegal and where good people cannot 

defend themselves. There a crazy person comes in and he kills everybody. 98.4%! That’s why they say, 

”Oh! America has the most mass shootings in the world! Oh! In America everybody's dying in mass 

shootings!” If you watch NHK Japan or KBS Korea you see this crap all the time: “Oh! In America there 

was another mass shooting!” CNN:” Another mass shooting!” Mass shootings are so rare in America, 

super rare, and when they occur, they occur 98.4% of the time on gun-free zone; not 91%, not 83%, not 

70%, 50%, not 30%! No! 98.4% of the time on gun-free zone! Isn't that a problem? How come the mass 

shooters are not choosing in zones with many guns? Because they know if they choose in a place that 

has many guns they're going to get killed since people can fight back. Do you see that folks? It 

becomes a force equalizer. 

 

That's why according to statistics even in America in very liberal cities they’ll take away the guns and 

people will not easily have access to guns; they have to go through this regulation, this licensing 

course, whatever, then crimes go up. When they make it hard for citizens to get tools for protection 

crimes goes up. But in the states where everybody can carry guns crime is low, very low.  

 

In Kennesaw, Georgia, the county leader mandated that all households must have a rifle.  
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2018/03/08/guns-are-required-by-law-in-this-us-town-n2458955 

Within one year, one year! One year later, breaking entry- that means people breaking into your house 

and stealing stuff – breaking entry down by 89%! One year later! Why? Because criminals are evil, 

they're weak, they're cowards; they don't want to die. They want to steal and rape and pillage and 

plunder and kill people and run away. But if someone even a grandma could kill them in every house 

they're trying to rob now they cannot do criminal activity so easily anymore. See?All the science is out.  

 

Dr. John Lott https://www.johnlott.com/ is the one who wrote the book “More guns, less crime”; he 

was at the Rod of Iron Freedom Festival and he showed all the scientific statistics. That book is so 

dense, so hard to read; it's like reading a dense math book.  So many numbers; so many statistics! He 

shows all the research. He was not a gun supporter in the beginning before he did the research; he 

was more Left leaning, he was more supporting gun control. But by doing the research just honestly 

as a scientist, he found more guns, less crime; direct correlation. 

 

So the Rod of Iron Kingdom not only has all the science behind it; it also has the real history. Why? 

Because if people are disarmed communism will come, tyranny will come; totalitarianism will come. 

That's guaranteed 100%! Down the road 70, 80 or 100 years later it’s coming. You may be free for a 

little while but within a hundred years probably you will be under totalitarianism like Canada now, 

like Australia, like Europe, where you're living now in Nazi Germany. See how fast things can 

change? 

 

But America doesn't change so quickly. Why? Because Americans have all these guns in each house. 

In Tennessee if you're over 21 you don't even need a CCW Concealed Carry Weapon license. You go 
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in, you buy your gun. You have to go through a federal firearms check to do a background check on 

you, and as long as you don't have imprisonment and all that kind of stuff, then you can buy your 

gun. But you don't even need a license here; you don't even need a CCW license. In Pennsylvania you 

need a CCW license; you have to do tests, you have to do this and that. New York is worse, L.A. 

California is worse; because of the Communists there you cannot get a gun; impossible! But in 

Tennessee, Americans can just walk in” “I want that gun, I want that AR-15; I want this one, this one, this 

one.” They do a quick background check and you fill out two papers and you're done! No license, no 

government permission.  

 

Now you have real tremendous power to protect what? Your life, your family, people you love, your 

community, your land; you have power to protect your property. You are now a king; you have a 

kingship power over your small kingdom. That's so important, and in the Kingdom everybody must 

do that. Why? Because everybody is part of the Peace Militia, and everybody must own land. 

Government cannot own land under the CIG Kingdom Constitution; the government is forbidden 

from owning land.  

 

They cannot make green zones which is a fake way to keep the best parts of a nation for the super 

elites. They say, “Oh, this is green zone; nobody can touch it,” but meanwhile they have all these 

government contracts and they have businesses on those green lands; solar businesses, wind 

businesses, nuclear businesses, etc. On these lands they have all sorts of crap, but the normal people 

cannot own that because “that's green zone, government zone.” 
NO! In the Kingdom of God that's illegal; government CANNOT own land. Why? Because people 

made in God’s image SHOULD own land and then they can learn the responsibility of a king, “I have 

to PROTECT this land and PROTECT my family. I have to make good friends and networks. I have to invest in 

my community because then my kingdom is safer with all the other kingdoms.” 
 

 (The video was cut off) 


